"Let's Dance, with Johnny Long & his orch."!
The heyday of the dance band era has faded from the scene. The war, spiralling prices, home entertainment, television, the lure of big money for studio musicians all have conspired to bring about the demise of the jammed packed ballrooms, the countless famous bands and their unforgettable one-nighter tours. Few bands remain today from those glorious years when all America was dancing. One of the survivors, and still among the most popular aggregations is Johnny Long and his orchestra. The band they call “Young America’s Favorite.” The famed lefthanded violinist and his outfit continue to entice the dancers and the crowds still congregate around the bandstand. Johnny Long has no secret formula for success. He has not changed his approach since the ’40’s. He steadfastly offers a rhythmic, melodic style strictly for dancing. He has no gimmicks, but brings variety to his repertoire with his well known band vocals and his dreamy violin performances. In this album, Johnny Long puts together a wonderful dance program of outstanding evergreens. There are vocals by Debbie Brown, Johnny Wells, the Long Shots and the band. There are such favorites as “NIGHT AND DAY,” “CHEEK TO CHEEK,” “BLUE SKIES,” “RAIN ON THE ROOF” and “IT’S A SIN TO TELL A LIE.” If you’re in the mood for dancing, then you’re in the mood for an evening of “Let’s Dance With Johnny Long.”

SIDE A: YOU FORGOT YOUR GLOVES / WHEN I GROW TOO OLD TO DREAM / CHEEK TO CHEEK WE’LL BUILD A BUNGALOW / LOVE IS THE SWEETEST THING / RAIN ON THE ROOF

SIDE B: THE BOOGIE MAN / IT’S A SIN TO TELL A LIE / NIGHT AND DAY LAST NIGHT ON THE BACK PORCH / THIS CAN’T BE LOVE / BLUE SKIES
1. YOU FORGOT YOUR GLOVES (Lenco-Ellis)
   (Robbins Music Corp.-ASCAP-2:44)
2. WHEN I GROW TOO OLD TO DREAM (Romberg-Hammerstein)
   (Robbins Music Corp.-ASCAP-2:16)
3. CHEEK TO CHEEK (Berlin)
   (Irving Berlin Music Corp.-ASCAP-2:04)
4. WELL BUILD A BUNGALOW (Bryan-Nissen. Norris The Troubadour)
   (Mellin Music, Inc.-BMI-2:41)
5. LOVE IS THE SWEETEST THING (Noble)
   (Harms, Inc.-ASCAP-2:48)
6. RAIN ON THE ROOF (Romberg)
   (Famous Music Corp.-ASCAP-2:45)
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1. The Boogie Man (Coslow) (Famous Music Corp.-ASCAP-2:20)
2. It's a Sin to Tell a Lie (Barnes) (Sappho, York & Craig, Inc.-ASCAP-2:20)
3. Night and Day (Porter) (Harms, Inc.-ASCAP-2:20)
4. Last Night on the Back Porch (Schuman & Rosen) (Chappell Music Pub.-ASCAP-2:20)
5. This Can't Be Love (Freed-Mert) (Chapell & Co.-ASCAP-2:20)
6. Blue Skies (Berlin) (Irving Berlin Music Corp.-ASCAP-2:20)
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